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ABSTRACT
The mechanisms controlling the differentiation of immature
Schwann cells (SCs) into nonmyelinating SCs is not known.
Laminins are extracellular matrix proteins critical for myelinating SC differentiation, but their roles in nonmyelinating SC development have not been established. Here, we
show that the peripheral nerves of mutant mice with laminin-deﬁcient SCs do not form Remak bundles, which consist
of a single nonmyelinating SC interacting with multiple
unmyelinated axons. These mutant nerves show aberrant
L1 and neural cell adhesion molecule (N-CAM) expression
pattern during development. The homophilic and heterophilic interactions of N-CAM are also impaired in the mutant nerves. Other molecular markers for nonmyelinating
SCs, including Egr-1, glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein, and
AN2/NG2, are all absent in adult mutant nerves. Analysis
of expression of SC lineage markers demonstrates that nonmyelinating SCs do not develop in mutant nerves. Additionally, mutant mice are insensitive to heat stimuli and show
a decreased number of C-ﬁber sensory neurons, indicating
reduced nociceptive sensory function. These results show
that laminin participates in nonmyelinating SC development and Remak bundle formation and suggest a possible
role for laminin deﬁciency in peripheral sensory neuropathies. V 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Ensheathment and myelination of axons in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) is accomplished by
Schwann cells (SCs). SC precursors are derived from
neural crest cells and differentiate into immature SCs.
Immature SCs proliferate in response to axonal signals
and adopt one of two alternative fates according to the
size of the axon with which they are associated (Jessen
and Mirsky, 2005). Large diameter axons produce high
levels of neuregulin (NRG1) Type III and promote SC
differentiation into myelinating SCs. In contrast, small
diameter axons have lower levels of NRG1 Type III leading to nonmyelinating SCs (Michailov et al., 2004;
Taveggia et al., 2005). SCs destined to myelinate extend
processes to progressively separate axonal bundles to
form a 1:1 ratio with individual axons (radial sorting)
and to enwrap them with a myelin sheath (Jessen and
Mirsky, 2005). SCs that enter a nonmyelinating lineage
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ensheath multiple small caliber axons (C-ﬁbers, <1 mm
diameter) and keep individual axons separated by membrane extensions but do not myelinate (Taveggia et al.,
2005). This nonmyelinating SC/unmyelinated axon
structure is called a Remak bundle.
Nonmyelinating SCs appear in the PNS at approximately P15-20 (Arroyo et al., 1998; Berti et al., 2006)
and ensheath a deﬁnite number (5-30) of small caliber
axons (Friede and Samorajski, 1968). They have a phenotype similar to immature SCs, as both express neural
cell adhesion molecule (N-CAM), L1, the low-afﬁnity
neurotrophin receptor (p75), growth-associated protein
43 (GAP43), and glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP)
(Arroyo et al., 1998). However, the detailed mechanism
of how immature SCs differentiate into nonmyelinating
SCs remains to be elucidated.
Substantial evidence indicates that SCs require laminins to properly myelinate axons (Yu et al., 2007). Laminins are heterotrimeric glycoproteins composed of an a-,
b-, and g-chain and 15 isoforms have been observed (Yin
et al., 2003). In vitro studies using SC/neuronal coculture showed that laminin deposition is required for myelination (Fernandez-Valle et al., 1993; Fernandez-Valle
et al., 1994; Podratz et al., 2001). Mice with laminin-deﬁcient SCs show reduced SC proliferation and aberrant
expression of transcription factors required for myelination (Yang et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2005). These mutant
SCs are arrested at the premyelinating stage and fail to
separate axons, resulting in impaired radial axonal sorting. All these results indicate that laminins play a pivotal role in the differentiation of myelinating SCs.
Nonmyelinating SCs are also surrounded by a basement membrane, in which laminin is a major component. However, it is not known whether laminins are
required for nonmyelinating SC differentiation. In this
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LAMININ IN NONMYELINATING SCHWANN CELLS

ing SC development using P0/Cre:fLAMg1 mice
(referred to as mutant mice hereafter) (Yu et al., 2005),
in which all laminin isoforms are speciﬁcally disrupted
in SCs at the immature stage. In the absence of laminins, nonmyelinating SCs do not exist in the adult PNS
of mutant mice. Furthermore, the lack of nonmyelinating SCs results in reduced response to heat and a
decreased number of C-ﬁber sensory neurons. These
results indicate that laminins are essential for nonmyelinating SC development and normal nociceptive sensory
function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
P0/Cre:fLAMg1 mice were generated as described earlier
(Chen and Strickland, 2003; Feltri et al., 2002; Yu et al.,
2005). The use of animals was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of The Rockefeller
University.

Electron Microscopy and Immuno-EM Analyses
Electron microscopic (EM) analyses of ultrathin sciatic
nerve cross sections were as described earlier (Chen and
Strickland, 2003). For immuno-EM, mice were intracardially perfused with PBS and ﬁxed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Sciatic nerves were removed, postﬁxed,
and cryoprotected. Then 30-lm thick sections were cut
on a cryostat and mounted onto slides. The sections
were blocked and incubated in anti-N-CAM antibodies
(Chemicon). Biotinylated secondary antibodies were
used, and the avidinbiotin–peroxidase complex (ABC
reaction, Vector Laboratories) was visualized with diaminobenzidine and hydrogen peroxide. The stained samples were ﬁxed in 2.5% glutaradehyde in 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate buffer brieﬂy and postﬁxed in reduced osmium tetroxide. After staining in 1% uranyl acetate for
1 hr, the samples were dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol and propylene oxide and embedded in
Durcapan. Ultrathin sections were cut using an Ultracut
E Microtome and analyzed by EM. The differences in
staining patterns between control and mutant mice at
the same stage were compared.

Immunohistochemistry
Mice were perfused with PBS and 4% PFA, and the
vertebra and spinal cords were dissected and postﬁxed
in 4% PFA for 2 days and then 30% sucrose for 48 hr.
The spinal cords and dorsal root ganglia (DRG) were
dissected and sections were prepared. Sciatic nerves
were collected without 4% PFA perfusion, and fresh frozen sections were prepared. For immunohistochemistry,
sections were blocked in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X100 and 5% normal donkey serum. The primary antibodies used were rat anti-L1 (Chemicon), rat anti-N-CAM
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(Chemicon), rabbit anti-Egr1 (Santa Cruz), rabbit antiGFAP (Dako), rabbit anti-AN2/NG2 (Chemicon), rabbit
anti-Oct-6 (a gift from Dr. Meijer, Erasmus University,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands), rabbit anti-Krox-20
(Covance Research Products), rat anti-laminin g1
(Chemicon), goat anti-calcitonin gene-related peptide
(CGRP, AbD serotec), and guinea pig anti-P233 (Chemicon). The samples were then incubated with the appropriate secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories) for 1 hr at room temperature. The sections
were mounted in VectashieldÒ mounting medium with
or without DAPI (Vector Laboratories), examined under
an Axioskop 2 ﬂuorescent microscope (Carl Zeiss)
equipped with appropriate ﬁlters, and photographed
with the AxioVision System (Carl Zeiss).

Thermal Sensory Function Test
The left hind paws of mice were immersed for in a
52°C water bath, and the time to withdraw the hind
paws was recorded to determine nociceptive function.
The left hind paws of a separate set of mice were
immersed in the water bath for 1 min, and mice were
sacriﬁced and perfused with PBS and 4% PFA 2 hr later.
Spinal cords were removed, and coronal sections were
prepared and stained for c-Fos (Chemicon) and NeuN
(Chemicon).

RESULTS
Absence of Remak Bundles in Sciatic Nerves
Containing Laminin-Deﬁcient Schwann Cells
Mutant mice were generated as described earlier (Yu
et al., 2005). These mice lose expression of all laminin
isoforms in immature SCs around embryonic day 14. At
adult stages (2–3 months of age), the ultrastructure of
control and mutant sciatic nerves was compared by EM.
In control nerves, large diameter axons were myelinated
(arrows in Fig. 1A), whereas small diameter axons were
separated by cytoplasmic processes of nonmyelinating
SCs and formed Remak bundles (stars in Fig. 1A,B). In
mutant sciatic nerves, most axons were not sorted
(arrowheads in Fig. 1C), very few axons were myelinated (arrows in Fig. 1C), and no Remak bundles were
observed. The unsorted axonal bundles contained no SC
processes between axons (Fig. 1D), which is the major
difference when compared with the Remak bundle (Fig.
1B). Quantitative analysis of sciatic nerves from three
control and mutant mice conﬁrmed that Remak bundles
did not form in the mutant peripheral nerves (Fig. 1E).

Cell adhesion Molecules of Nonmyelinating SCs
Are Not Detected in the Mutant Nerves
Lack of Remak bundles indicates an impairment of
differentiation in nonmyelinating SCs. L1 and N-CAM
are two transmembrane cell adhesion molecules of the
GLIA
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Fig. 1. Remak bundles are not present in the peripheral nerves of
the mutant mice. Electron micrographs show that Remak bundles form
in sciatic nerves of adult control mice (A,B), but do not form in those of
mutant mice (C,D). Quantitative analysis is shown in (E). Boxed areas

in (A) and (C) are shown in (B) and (D), respectively. Stars, Remak
bundles; arrows, myelinated axons; arrowheads, unsorted axonal bundles; SC, Schwann cells.

immunoglobulin superfamily that mediate cell–cell adhesion (Takeda et al., 2001). They are expressed on the
surface of developing axons, growth cones, immature
SCs, mature unmyelinated ﬁbers, and nonmyelinating
SCs (Martini and Schachner, 1986). The homophilic and
heterophilic interactions of L1 and N-CAM promote
axon/SC adhesion (Seilheimer et al., 1989), which is important for nonmyelinating SC differentiation (Haney
et al., 1999). Both L1 and N-CAM serve as molecular
markers of differentiated nonmyelinating SCs (Martini
and Schachner, 1986).
To evaluate differentiation of nonmyelinating SCs, sciatic nerve sections were immunostained for L1 and NCAM to detect their expression levels at different developmental stages. L1 and N-CAM are normally expressed
in the growing axons and immature SCs, but are downregulated in myelinating SCs upon differentiation and
are restricted to nonmyelinated axons and nonmyelinating SCs when nerves mature (Martini and Schachner,
1986). In both control and mutant embryonic nerves, L1
staining appeared normal in developing axons and
immature SCs (Fig. 2A,B). During postnatal stages, L1
was gradually conﬁned to nonmyelinating SCs and
unmyelinated axons in control nerves (Fig. 2C,E,G). In
contrast, mutant nerve L1 expression was progressively
downregulated and was very low at P5 (Fig. 2D) and
undetectable in P15 and in adulthood (Fig. 2F,H). NCAM was present in control nerves (Fig. 2I), but showed
changes similar to L1 in developing mutant peripheral
nerves (data not shown) and was not detected in adult
mutant nerves (Fig. 2J).

Mutant Nerves Show Impaired Homophilic and
Heterophilic Interactions of N-CAM in SCs
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One explanation for the abnormal expression of L1
and N-CAM in mutant nerves was that these cell adhesion molecules do not form homophilic and heterophilic
interactions when nonmyelinating SCs develop. Since
both L1 and N-CAM showed a very similar expression
proﬁle during development, we performed immuno-EM
for N-CAM to further examine its subcellular expression
pattern.
In control nerves, N-CAM appeared at the site of
apposed axons in early developmental stages (arrows in
Fig. 3B). Its expression was progressively downregulated
in myelinating SCs and was gradually conﬁned to nonmyelinating SCs and unmyelinated axons. When nerves
matured, the nonmyelinating SCs differentiated and
extended processes to enwrap individual small-diameter
axons (arrowheads in Fig. 3D,E), and N-CAM expression
was restricted to the regions where SC membranes were
apposed to axolemma (arrows in Fig. 3E). In mutant
nerves, N-CAM was present in the growing axons but
showed a dramatic decrease in most regions of the
nerves and was only preserved at a few sites of apposed
axons (arrows in Fig. 3C) at early postnatal stages, the
time when most SCs enter the myelinating stage. At
adult stages, these mutant SCs did not extend processes
to ensheath axons, and they failed to establish the
homophilic and heterophilic interactions of N-CAM
between the surface of axons and SCs (Fig. 3F). N-CAM
expression was not detected at any subcellular localiza-
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Fig. 2. L1 and N-CAM show aberrant expression patterns during
development in mutant peripheral nerves. Whole embryo sections at
E15.5 (A,B) and transverse sciatic nerve sections at P5 (C,D), P15
(E,F), and adult (G–J) were stained for neuroﬁlament (red) and L1
(green, A–H) or N-CAM (green, I,J) to detect their expression patterns.
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In mutant nerves, L1 was expressed at early developmental stages (B)
but was progressively undetectable at later stages (D,F,H). N-CAM
showed a similar expression pattern as L1 in mutant nerves and was
not detected at the adult stage (J). Bar: 25 lm.
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Fig. 3. Homophilic and heterophilic interaction of N-CAM was
impaired in mutant nerves. At early developmental stages, immunoEM shows that N-CAM is located at the site of apposed axons in control
nerves (B) but is decreased in mutant nerves (C). When the nonmyelinating SC/unmyelinated axon unit becomes mature and forms Remak
bundles in the control nerves, N-CAM expression is restricted to the
site between SC processes and axons (E), indicating that a homophilic

or heterophilic interaction of N-CAM forms when axolemma adhere to
the SC membrane. However, neither Remak bundles nor N-CAM staining are observed in the mutant nerves (F). Negative controls (no primary antibody) did not show staining in growing nerves (A) or in the
Remak bundle of mature nerves (D). m, myelin sheath; a, axons;
arrows, spaces between SC processes and axons or N-CAM-positive
staining; arrowheads, SC processes. Bar: 4 lm (A–C); 3 lm (D–F).

tion of axons and SCs, suggesting that impaired homophilic and heterophilic interactions may lead to the degradation of cell adhesion molecules.

examined in mutant nerves: Egr-1 (a transcription factor), GFAP (an intermediate ﬁlament protein), and AN2
(a cell-surface glycoprotein) (Jessen and Mirsky, 1984;
Schneider et al., 2001; Topilko et al., 1997). Egr-1,
GFAP, and AN2 were present in adult control nerves
(Fig. 4A–C), and the expression patterns of these proteins were mostly colocalized with L1 or N-CAM (data
not shown), indicating they were expressed normally in
mature nonmyelinating SCs. In contrast, Egr-1, GFAP,
and AN2 were not detected in mutant nerves (Fig. 4D–
F). These results indicate that molecular makers for
nonmyelinating SCs are not expressed in the mutant
nerves, suggesting nonmyelinating SCs may improperly
differentiate.

Molecular Markers of Nonmyelinating SCs Are
Not Expressed in the Mutant Nerves
Since the homophilic and heterophilic interactions of
L1 and N-CAM are essential for nonmyelinating SC differentiation, it was possible that the impaired interaction impeded development of these cells. To address
this question, expression levels of three molecular
markers of differentiated nonmyelinating SCs were
GLIA
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Fig. 4. Molecular markers of nonmyelinating SCs are not detected in the mutant sciatic nerves.
Immunohistochemistry shows that Egr1 (A,D), GFAP (B,E), and AN2 (C,F) are expressed in the sciatic nerves of adult control mice (A–C), but are not detected in those of mutant mice (D–F). Arrows:
background staining of connective tissue (epineurium). Bar: 25 lm.

Nonmyelinating SCs Do Not Develop in the
Mutant Nerves
Upon speciﬁc disruption of laminins in SCs, mutant
nerves show decreased cell number due to reduced cell
proliferation and increased cell death (Yu et al., 2005).
However, some mutant SCs are still present in the
nerve. To determine the developmental status of these
mutant SCs, we stained mutant nerve sections with lineage markers for SCs at different developmental stages.
Oct-6 is a transcription factor that is transiently
expressed in premyelinating and promyelinating SCs,
and its function is required in promyelinating SCs for
timely differentiation into myelinating SCs (Bermingham et al., 1996; Jaegle et al., 1996). Krox-20 is
another transcription factor that is expressed continuously and speciﬁcally in myelin-producing SCs (Topilko
et al., 1994). As mentioned above, N-CAM is a cell adhesion molecule expressed in immature and nonmyelinating SCs. Adjacent transverse sections of control and mutant sciatic nerves at P15 were stained for Oct-6 (detect
pre/promyelinating SCs), Krox-20 (detect myelinating
SCs) and N-CAM (detect immature SCs or nonmyelinating SCs). In control nerves at this stage, even distribution of neuroﬁlament staining indicated that peripheral
axons are completely sorted (Fig. 5A). Some SCs in control nerves develop into myelinating lineage and differentiate into the pre/promyelinating stage (expressing
Oct-6, Fig. 5B) or myelinating stage (expressing Krox20, Fig. 5C). It is expected that a few SCs show overlapping expression of Oct-6 and Krox20, as these two transcription factors are coexpressed transiently at the early

promyelinating stage (Zorick et al., 1996). Other SCs in
control nerves show N-CAM expression in conﬁned
regions, indicating that they develop into nonmyelinating SCs (Fig. 5A). In contrast, in mutant nerves, axons
are presented as large unsorted bundles (Fig. 5D,F) and
mutant SCs are located outside these axonal bundles
(Fig. 5E,G). Most mutant SCs are arrested at premyelinating stage as they express very high level of Oct-6 (Yu
et al., 2005; Fig. 5E). Some mutant SCs show Krox-20
expression, indicating that they obtain laminins from
nearby connective tissues and further differentiate into
myelinating stage (Yu et al., 2005; Fig. 5G,H). However,
no N-CAM staining was detected inside mutant nerves
(Fig. 5D or F), indicating that mutant SCs do not arrest
at the immature SC stage and they do not develop into
nonmyelinating SCs. We were unable to detect apoptosis
for N-CAM or L1-positive cells in postnatal mutant sciatic nerves (data not shown), which further suggests
that the lack of nonmyelinating SCs results from a lack
of development and was not due to cell death.

Mutant Mice Show Impaired Sensory Response
Nonmyelinating SCs ensheath C-ﬁbers to form Remak
bundles. C-ﬁbers are the axons of postganglionic sympathetic efferents and primary sensory neurons (Julius
and Basbaum, 2001). Most of these nerve ﬁbers regulate
the noxious thermal sensory function. Therefore, possible thermal sensory deﬁciencies due to the lack of development of nonmyelinating SCs to ensheath C-ﬁbers
were investigated by a hot stimulus assay (Chen et al.,
GLIA
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Fig. 5. SCs in the mutant sciatic nerves develop into pre/promyelinating or myelinating SCs but not into nonmyelinating SCs. Transverse
sections (A,B) and an adjacent section (C) of control sciatic nerves at
P15 were stained for N-CAM (green, A), neuroﬁlament (blue, A), Oct-6
(red, B), or Krox-20 (red, C) to detect pre/promyelinating, myelinating,
and nonmyelinating SCs. Adjacent transverse sections (D–H) of mutant
sciatic nerves at P15 were stained for N-CAM (green, D,F), neuroﬁla-

ment (blue, D–G), Oct-6 (red, E), Krox-20 (red, G,H), and laminin g1 to
detect pre/promyelinating, myelinating, and nonmyelinating SCs and
laminin expression. In mutant sciatic nerves, only pre/promyelinating.or myelinating SCs are present but no nonmyelinating SCs are
detected. Arrows: background staining of connective tissue (epineurium). Bar: 25 lm.

2003). When the hind paw of control mice was immersed
in hot water, it was quickly withdrawn (2–4 sec). However, when the hind paw of mutant mice was immersed,
the mice slightly twisted their paws 20–30 sec after the
immersion and did not withdraw their paws (data not
shown).
Since motor function of the mutant mice was
impaired, it was difﬁcult to attribute the delayed reaction to hot stimuli to sensory function impairment. Noxious heat stimuli activate small-diameter cutaneous sensory afferents and result in the rapid induction of c-Fos
expression in the superﬁcial layers of the dorsal horn
(Hunt et al., 1987). Therefore, we analyzed c-Fos induction in the lumbar dorsal horn to determine if the
delayed response of the reﬂex withdrawal to hot stimuli
was due to the sensory function deﬁcit. The left hind
paws of control or mutant mice were immersed in 52°C
water for 1 min. After 2 hr, the lumbar 4/5 regions of
the spinal cord were collected for c-Fos and NeuN immunostaining. c-Fos was induced in the lumbar dorsal horn
of control mice (Fig. 6A,C,E) and c-Fos-positive nuclei
colocalized with NeuN immunostaining (Fig. 6E), indicating that c-Fos expression was induced in neurons.
There were signiﬁcantly fewer c-Fos-positive cells in the
ipsilateral dorsal horn of the lumbar 4/5 spinal cords of

mutant mice (Fig. 6B,D,F) when compared with control.
These results indicate that the thermal sensation of the
mutant mice is impaired. One possible explanation for
the reduced thermal sensation is that C-ﬁbers were lost
in mutant nerves. To determine whether C-ﬁbers were
still present in unsorted axonal bundles, mutant nerves
were stained for the CGRP to detect C-ﬁber axons originating from NGF-dependent small DRG neurons (Murinson et al., 2005). CGRP-positive axons were detected
in unsorted axonal bundles of mutant nerves (arrows in
Supp. Info. Fig. 1), indicating that the reduced thermal
sensation in mutant mice results from the lack of
ensheathment but not the loss of C-ﬁbers.
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Mutant Mice Have a Decreased Number
of C-Fiber Sensory Neurons
Since nonmyelinating SCs play an important role in
the maintenance of C-ﬁber sensory neuron survival
(Chen et al., 2003) and since nonmyelinating SCs are
absent in the peripheral nerves of the mutant mice, we
analyzed the number of C-ﬁber sensory neurons in the
DRG of the mutant mice. To analyze C-ﬁber sensory
neurons, we used antibodies against the P233 sensory-
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Fig. 6. Heat stimulus-induced c-Fos expression in the dorsal horn of
the spinal cord is impaired in mutant mice. Immunostaining with antic-Fos antibody after immersion of the hind paw in a 52°C water bath
shows signiﬁcantly fewer c-Fos-positive cells in the ipsilateral dorsal
horn of lumbar 4/5 regions of the spinal cords of mutant mice (B,D,F)
than in those of control mice (A,C,E). High magniﬁcation of boxed
areas in (A) and (B) are shown in (C) and (D), respectively. Merged

images of double immunostainings for c-Fos and NeuN in boxed areas
of (A) and (B) are shown in (E) and (F), respectively. c-Fos-positive
nuclei colocalized with NeuN immunostaining (E,F). Arrows: c-Fos-positive cells. (G) Quantitative analysis of c-Fos positive cells in sections of
lumbar 4/5 spinal cord of control and mutant mice (4 representative serial sections from each animal; n 5 4 mice per genotype).

speciﬁc ATP-gated channel (Averill et al., 1995; Chen
et al., 2003; Snider and McMahon, 1998). We stained
DRG sections from control and mutant mice and compared the number of labeled neurons between control
and mutant mice. Many P233-positive cells were
detected in control DRGs (Figs. 7A,C), whereas there
were signiﬁcantly fewer P233-positive cells in the mutant DRGs (Fig. 7B,D,E). This result indicates that the
survival of C-ﬁber sensory neurons is affected in the absence of nonmyelinating SCs.

of nonmyelinating cells indicates that laminin affects
this differentiation step. Second, laminin signals are
required for SC process extension, which may be essential for ensheathment and differentiation of nonmyelinating SCs. Third, the impaired radial sorting of axons
could impede nonmyelinating SC development. Nonmyelinating SCs appear late in the PNS, at approximately
P15-20 (Arroyo et al., 1998; Berti et al., 2006). Development of myelinating SCs precedes that of nonmyelinating SCs, and nonmyelinating SCs ensheath multiple
small caliber axons only after the myelinating SCs reach
a 1:1 ratio with large individual axons (Eccleston et al.,
1987). The impaired radial sorting of axons may inhibit
the ‘‘sorting out’’ of small caliber axons or the ‘‘presorting’’ of larger bundles to smaller bundles, and may
therefore prevent the development of nonmyelinating
SCs. Fourth, the failure of SCs to be exposed to axonderived signals might inhibit nonmyelinating SC differentiation. The amount of NRG1 Type III in axons determines the ensheathment fate of axons (Michailov et al.,
2004; Taveggia et al., 2005). Low levels of NRG1 Type
III are required for nonmyelinating SCs to ensheath
multiple small axons, whereas high levels of NRG1 Type
III are required for myelinating SCs to myelinate large
axons. Lack of exposure of axon-derived NRG1 in laminin-deﬁcient SCs (Yu et al., 2005) may result in inappropriate development of both myelinating and nonmyelinating SCs. Finally, laminins may affect nonmyelinating
SC development directly by mediating the clustering of

DISCUSSION
Nonmyelinating SCs do not develop in peripheral
nerves of mice containing SCs lacking laminins. There
are several possibilities as to how the disruption of laminins may inﬂuence the development of nonmyelinating
SCs. The P0Cre transgene in P0/Cre:fLAMg1 mice activates Cre-mediated disruption of laminins around E13.5
and 14.5 (Yu et al., 2005), a time when SCs enter the
immature stage. At this stage, SCs have not yet differentiated to myelinating and nonmyelinating SCs and
disruption of laminins could affect steps required for
development of both cell types, including proliferation
and ensheathment of SCs. One contributing factor could
therefore be the reduced SC number in the mutant
nerves (Yang et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2005). However,
there are some SCs in the nerve, and the complete lack
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Fig. 7. P233-positive DRG neurons is decreased in mutant mice.
DRG sections from control (A,C) and mutant mice (B,D) were stained
with anti-P233 antibodies. High magniﬁcation of boxed areas in (A)
and (B) are shown in (C) and (D), respectively. (E) P233-positive cells

were counted and differences between control and mutant mice were
analyzed by Student’s t-test (4 representative serial sections from each
animal; n 5 4 mice per genotype). [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

L1 and N-CAM in the cell membrane during postnatal
PNS development, which is an essential step for nonmyelinating SC differentiation.
The homophilic and heterophilic interactions of L1
and N-CAM between unmyelinated axons and nonmyelinating SCs are important for nonmyelinating SC differentiation (Haney et al., 1999; Macica et al., 2006; Martini and Schachner, 1986, 1988). L1 interacts with integrins, components of laminin receptors, through the sixth
Ig domain (L1-6D), and mice lacking L1-6D lose L1integrin interactions and L1-L1 homophilic adhesion
(Itoh et al., 2005). Disruption of laminins in SCs may
destabilize the homophilic and heterophilic interactions
of L1 and N-CAM and shorten the lifetime of these adhesion molecules on the cell membrane (Figs. 2 and 3).
In mutant nerves, a few mutant SCs located outside
unsorted axonal bundles obtained laminins from nearby
perineurial cells and were myelinated (Yu et al., 2005;
Fig. 5G,H) but why do these SCs not form Remak bundles? One possibility is that there may not be sufﬁcient

small axons ‘‘sorting out’’ to the peripheral for the
Remak bundle formation.
A recent study identiﬁed the transcription factor, cJun, as a negative regulator of myelination (Parkinson
et al., 2008). c-Jun can drive myelinating SCs back to
the immature stage in injured nerves and acts as a
potent suppressor of the myelinating phenotype during
SC differentiation. It is not clear how some SCs maintain a nonmyelinating status in adult peripheral nerves.
Whether c-Jun plays a role in this process would be
interesting to study.
The nociceptive sensory function of the mutant mice is
reduced, which may partly be due to a decreased number of C-ﬁber sensory neurons in the DRG (see Fig. 7).
Nonmyelinating SCs play an important role in the maintenance of C-ﬁber sensory neuron survival possibly by
providing trophic factors (Chen et al., 2003). Disruption
of ErbB receptor signaling in adult nonmyelinating SCs
leads to death of this cell type and also loss of C-ﬁber
sensory neurons (Chen et al., 2003). In the sciatic nerves
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of these mice, the level of glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is decreased, which may be responsible for C-ﬁber sensory neuron loss. In the peripheral
nerves of the laminin g1 knockout mice, nonmyelinating
SCs are absent and GDNF is probably also decreased,
which may cause C-ﬁber sensory neuron apoptosis. Our
results support the hypothesis that nonmyelinating SCs
play an important role in the maintenance of a subpopulation of sensory neurons.
In summary, our results suggest that laminins are
essential for nonmyelinating SC development, which
provides novel insight into how these cells ensheath
small axons to form Remak bundles. These data may
help researchers better understand the pathophysiology
of peripheral sensory neuropathies and develop new
therapeutic approaches for these disorders.
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